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Sleep Disorders and Chronic Constipation: Relation to Other Co-morbidities?
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Abstract: Sleep disorders are common complaints and frequently associated with a number of disease states. Although the link between sleep disorders, respiratory diseases, and other co-morbid conditions experienced by patients has been investigated, the link between sleep disorders and chronic constipation is relatively unexplored. Given the widespread occurrence of sleep disorders, it is important to evaluate how sleep disorders relate to respiratory diseases and other co-morbid disease states in participants with chronic constipation. Thus, the purpose of this study was to identify co-morbid conditions that were significant predictors for chronic constipation participants with and without sleep disorders. Of the 311 participants with a confirmed diagnosis of chronic constipation, 84% of the sample was female with 52% having sleep disorders, approximately two-thirds reported allergies, and 30% or less reported chronic sinusitis, chronic bronchitis, asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Results from logistic regression analysis revealed significant odds ratios for sleep disorders and allergies (OR 2.4; p = 0.001), asthma (OR 2.0; p = 0.01), chronic bronchitis (OR 2.2; p = 0.014), COPD (OR 4.0; p < 0.001), sinusitis (OR 2.0; p = 0.008), and for other co-morbid conditions. Perceptions of overall health were significantly worse (p < 0.001) for chronic constipation participants with certain co-morbid conditions including sleep disorders, respiratory diseases, and disease states producing pain. Co-morbid conditions may influence information provided by patients when discussing family history, diagnosing, discussing pharmacotherapy, and monitoring patient-reported outcomes. Co-morbid conditions should be considered by physicians and specialists during patient assessment and evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

Patient complaints are important considerations in diagnostic evaluation and are often used to reinforce information gleaned from diagnostic testing and other test procedures.

Within the scope of patient evaluation, some complaints are relatively easy to pinpoint and attribute to specific disease states. For example, respiratory diseases such as allergic rhinitis, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and sinusitis are known to trigger patient complaints related to poor sleep quality [1, 2]. Although sleep disorders are common complaints associated with many disease states [3, 4], the relationship between sleep disorders, allergic diseases and other co-morbidities is relatively unexplored in patients with chronic constipation. Besides the influence of co-morbidities on pharmacotherapy, co-morbidities also have a substantial impact on health care utilization.

The economic burden from co-morbid conditions is well-documented. Sleep disorders were estimated to cost 30 to 35 billion US dollars annually in 1994, which included illness, loss of function, decreased work productivity and health outcomes [5-8]. Alternatively, the prevalence of allergic rhinitis ranges from 10% to 40% in the general population [9]. Annual costs to treat allergic rhinitis range from 2 – 5 billion in the US [10] with higher costs reported when other co-morbidities such as sinusitis and asthma were present [11, 12]. Respiratory diseases are known to have a profound negative impact on quality of life [13], health outcomes [14], and contribute to significant losses in work productivity and quality of life [15-18]. When sleep disorders and respiratory diseases were considered concomitantly, there were repeated observations that sleep disorders, especially obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) syndrome were major complaints associated with upper respiratory disease [19-21]. Co-morbidities have an economic impact on health care resource utilization and individual performance in the workplace as well as an impact on the patient evaluation process. The challenge for physicians, specialists, and other prescribers is to disentangle patient complaints, symptoms, and history from other clinical measures to determine treatment options that will ultimately influence patient-reported outcomes (PRO) (Fig. 1). Given these challenges, the goal of this study was to examine the relationship between sleep disorders, respiratory disease, and other co-morbidities in a group of participants with chronic constipation. An examination of co-morbidities in chronic
constipation participants with and without sleep disorders may provide additional insight into the patient evaluation process, thus supporting the need for diagnostic testing when patient complaints are inconsistent with a suspected disease state.

METHODS

Participants

Harris Interactive provided an online panel consisting of several million people who agreed to participate in survey research. Panel members were obtained through 100 different sources that used a wide range of recruitment strategies such as graphical dispersion, professional meetings, and telephone recruitment to reduce selection bias. Password protected email invitations were used to control entry, maintain data integrity, and to gain access to selected survey results after completion. Prior to dissemination, the questionnaire was approved by an ethics committee at Harris Interactive, and the study protocol was approved by an Institutional Review Board from a university located in the Midwest United States. Participants confirmed their desire to enter the panel by clicking on a designated link and registering. To be included, participants had to be US citizens, 18 years of age or older, diagnosed with digestive or GI disorder by a physician, nurse, or other health-care professional, diagnosed with chronic constipation, and had to meet ROME II criteria for chronic constipation. The sample included patients with chronic constipation and patients with predominant IBS (IBS-c) who reported two or more symptoms for a total 12 weeks in the past year [22]. Information elicited from participants for this portion of the study included demographics, participant characteristics, co-morbidities, health, care access and experience. Participants were also asked to rate their general health using a scale: 1 = very poor, 2 = poor, 3 = fair, 4 = good, 5 = very good, 6 = excellent.

Statistical Approach

Data were analyzed using SPSS 16.0 (Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Logistic regression models were used to predict the impact of co-morbid conditions while considering age, gender, current symptom severity, and prescribed medication use. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test of model fit was used to assess the fit of binary-coded independent variables for each co-morbid condition. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the impact of co-morbidities on participant perceptions of general health. The P-value for statistical significance was 0.05.

RESULTS

There were 31,988 email invitations disseminated to participants who met the study criteria. Of the responses, 5,554 individuals were unable to meet the criteria for inclusion and 207 started the process but failed to complete the survey. Beginning on October 10, 2007, the screening process continued until an appropriate sample size of 311 qualified participants was reached on October 30, 2007. General information for all 311 participants revealed that approximately 84% of the sample was female with the average age of 52 (SD = 11.2; range = 24–89) years for all participants. Over 80% of the sample was Caucasian, had symptoms for about 19 years, and rated their overall health as fair (Mean = 3.06; SD = 1.11). Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) was affirmed by 66.6% of participants, GI disorders including colitis and spastic colon were affirmed by 4.2% and 16.1% of participants, respectively.

As shown in Table 1, participants were categorized according to the study variables of interest, namely, allergic disease and sleep disorders. The IBS-c group closely resembled participants with chronic constipation, yet appeared to have IBS with constipation, thus this subgroup was examined separately as a control measure. Among these 311 participants, there were 199(64.0%) with allergic rhinitis, 162(52.0%) with sleep disorders, and 170(54.7%) with IBS-constipation. Similar response patterns among the three groups were observed for symptom severity, medication use, and overall health. The proportion of participants with co-morbid conditions, odds ratios, and the impact of chronic constipation participants with and with sleep disorders on
overall health are presented in Table 2. Logistic regression analysis was used to evaluate the impact of co-morbid conditions and chronic constipation participants with and without sleep disorders adjusted for age, gender, current symptom severity, and prescribed medication use. Once sample characteristics were controlled, results revealed significant odds ratios for all respiratory diseases in participants with chronic constipation and sleep disorders (Table 2). Significant odds ratios were noted for other co-morbid conditions including chronic back problems, fibromyalgia, hair loss or thinning, incontinence, headaches, obesity, and vision impairment with respect to sleep disorders. With the exception of a significant Hosmer-Lemeshow test for arthritis and overactive bladder, the other co-morbid conditions including cholesterol problems, diabetes, endometriosis, IBS-c, heart disease hypertension, menopause, osteoporosis, skin, and thyroid conditions were not significant. A one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the hypothesis that the mean value for overall health was lower for all constipation participants who also experienced other co-morbid conditions. Results from one-way ANOVA revealed that perceptions of overall health were significantly worse for participants with arthritis, asthma, COPD, chronic bronchitis and chronic sinusitis, fibromyalgia, chronic back pain, headaches, obesity, sleep disorders, and vision impairment. For allergies, the p-value did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.09).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, co-morbidities were examined in a population of participants having chronic constipation with or without sleep disorders. For participants with chronic constipation, the risk of having sleep disorders was higher when respiratory diseases were present, especially COPD (OR 4.0; p <0.001). Other co-morbid conditions that revealed a greater risk for having sleep disorders included disease states that produced discomfort and pain, obesity, incontinence, and hearing loss. All participants with chronic constipation, in general, perceived that their overall health was worse when co-morbidities including respiratory diseases, disease states with pain, sleep disorders, and obesity were present.

Considering that most patients gain access to the health care system through primary care physicians and other prescribers, the challenge for physicians is to assess the impact of co-morbid conditions through family history, patterns of medication use, and diagnostic testing. During the initial phase of patient evaluation, physicians and allergists consider the type, severity, and duration of patient-reported symptoms. Although this initial evaluation may not reduce the incidence of illness in the long run [23], at least symptoms can be documented and evaluated to determine if pharmacotherapy is an option or if referral is warranted. With a large number of individuals seeking alternative medicines and treatments, physicians and allergists must consider a broader range of agents that could trigger an allergic response. Most importantly, communication with patients at this stage is critical as some patients may be reluctant to report disorders, may be uncertain about the cause of their complaints or unable to express their concerns, and may underestimate the impact of other co-morbid conditions, thus failing to document all medications taken on the initial assessment form.

When multiple co-morbidities are suspected, early detection and confirmation of allergic disease is imperative to optimize pharmacotherapy and improve long-term patient outcomes. For respiratory diseases, the traditional pathway for diagnostic testing involves either skin testing or specific

---

**Table 1. Sample Characteristics (n = 311)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Allergies (n=199)</th>
<th>IBS-constipation (n = 170)</th>
<th>Sleep Disorders (n=162)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (%) female</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean years, SD)</td>
<td>51.6 (11.4)</td>
<td>50.4 (10.5)</td>
<td>52.4 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms for how long? (mean years, SD)</td>
<td>19.8 (16.3)</td>
<td>19.1 (15.0)</td>
<td>18.4 (16.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current symptom severity** (mean, SD)</td>
<td>6.7 (1.9)</td>
<td>6.7 (2.1)</td>
<td>6.9 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC medication (%) yes</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescribed medication (%) yes</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>36.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall health*** (mean, SD)</td>
<td>3.09 (1.1)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All patients sampled met ROME II criteria for chronic constipation
** Scale: 1 = not severe at all; 10 = extremely severe
***Scale: 1 = very poor; 6 = excellent
IgE blood testing. Specific IgE blood testing may be preferred by primary care physicians because testing is relatively ease to manage and results are highly accurate [24 - 28]. Another test, the basophil activation test is also a highly reliable technique in the diagnosis of allergy to inhalant allergens [29]. Findings from other studies; however, posit that specific IgE blood levels may not be consistent if a patient is followed using 2 different assay systems [30]. An emerging area for research includes the topic of toll-like receptors, which appear to underlie the pathogenesis for these conditions through their ability to trigger an immune response and inflammation in respiratory disease and certain autoimmune-based gastrointestinal (GI) disorders such as ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease [31-33]. Thus, for patients with multiple disease states, it may be beneficial to use one system to test for several allergens.
Co-morbidities and Allergic Disease

Respiratory Disease, Insomnia and Chronic Constipation

Given the widespread symptoms associated with GI problems, sleep complaints should be expected, yet there is a paucity of studies that address the relationship between sleep disturbances and GI symptoms. Results from a retrospective analysis revealed that individuals in Olmsted County with sleep disturbances had a higher prevalence of IBS but not dyspepsia, compared to individuals reporting normal sleep [34]. In another study including over 6,000 residents in Olmsted County, the univariate association between sleep symptom score and GI symptoms increased step-wise as both symptoms worsened (r = 0.28, p < 0.001) [35]. Poor sleep was also associated with increased odds for multiple upper and lower GI symptoms including abdominal pain, diarrhea, loose stools and constipation [35]. Other studies demonstrated a relationship between IBS and functional dyspepsia and sleep disturbances [36]. However, conclusions regarding the relationship between sleep disorders, IBS, chronic constipation, and related disorders needs further evaluation because pain is a predominant symptom that differentiates IBS patients with and without constipation, and this distinction among IBS patients was not always clear.

In this study the odds ratio between chronic constipation participants with sleep disorders and IBS-C participants was not significant. Although this observation may provide only minimal support that sleep disorders in this population were attributed to co-morbidities other than chronic constipation, results from this study need conformation using a more rigorous approach in a controlled environment and with a larger cohort of patients. Despite the inability to draw conclusions regarding the nature of the relationship, our findings were consistent with previous studies that examined relationships between pain and sleep [37-40], obesity, and asthma [41, 42]. In a previous study of patients with sudden hearing loss, authors concluded that patients who developed sudden hearing loss tended to have OSA more frequently than those individuals in the control group [43]. If several co-morbid conditions are present, patients may benefit from additional testing, evaluation, and referral, all of which impart a substantial economic burden to society, yet may be necessary to pinpoint patient complaints.

Patient-reported outcomes

PROs are increasingly used by health professionals as end points to describe the impact of treatment from the perspective of patients. Results of this study suggest that the impact of co-morbid conditions on PROs is multifaceted across disease states, moderated through individual responses, and influenced by geographical regions and environmental factors. With all diseases considered concomitantly, perhaps the greatest impact of co-morbidities is on the disease threshold, that is, the nexus between disease manifestations based on symptom severity and the presence of detectable chemical markers in the serum. Without appropriate intervention at this juncture, symptoms will likely have an adverse impact on PROs such as quality of life, medication adherence, and overall health. The importance of symptom severity in patient assessment was reinforced in a previous study of family physicians. Besides considering how well test results related to symptoms, physicians also considered symptom severity, symptom length and family history when recommending the use of specific IgE blood testing for patients suspected of having allergic rhinitis [44]. Thus, from the standpoint of diagnostic testing, treatment satisfaction and the value of treatment as perceived by patients may reside in the ability to control symptoms or, perhaps, to determine if symptoms were attributed to the suspected disease state or a specific allergen.

If referral to an allergist or other specialist is warranted, information specific to the primary diagnosis should be considered as well as secondary information that could be missed upon initial examination if medical records and patient history were not complete. Medication use and medication dosing schedules should be examined for possible interactions between diagnostic tests and medications, herbal products, and other natural remedies. As patients take more medications, pharmacokinetic parameters for drug metabolism may alter the disease threshold thereby giving an appearance of a disease state or symptoms that may inconsistent with the initial evaluation or diagnosis. In summary, the bottom-line approach needed to disentangle symptoms of upper respiratory disease from true sleep disorders should entail a two-stage strategy that includes a careful evaluation of patient history, symptoms, and a careful evaluation of current medication use. Once a baseline profile is established, the second stage of patient evaluation should encompass extensive diagnostic testing, immune response challenges, and other patient-reported assessment tools.

CONCLUSIONS

Quality of life and other PROs may be jeopardized in the presence of co-morbid conditions. Although primary care physicians and other prescribers have a traditional role as health system gatekeepers, patient evaluation and assessment becomes more challenging when patient-reported symptoms are confounded with other disease states. In these situations, allergists and other specialists need a broader approach to evaluate patients for suspected allergic disease and to determine how symptoms and pharmacotherapy may alter the disease threshold. As suggested from this study and supported in the literature, upper respiratory diseases contribute to sleep disorders primarily because of their impact on breathing, whereas pain appears to be the likely culprit underlying sleep disorders associated with other co-morbidities. Moreover, patient complaints involving only a few symptoms, or a number of non-specific symptoms, may not provide an accurate representation of the underlying disease or allergic response in the presence of co-morbid conditions. In summary, as individual risk for co-morbid conditions increases, physicians may need to adjust their initial evaluation of patients to encompass a broader range of disease states and symptoms.
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